ADVENTURES OF
DinoRiki™

THANK YOU!
YOU HAVE JUST MADE A PERFECT CHOICE BY SELECTING
AND PURCHASING THE QUALITY HUDSON SOFT PRODUCT

Thank you for selecting Adventures of Dino-Riki™. In order to ensure your full enjoyment of this game, we recommend that you read this manual carefully and follow its instructions and suggestions.

Official
Nintendo
Seal of Quality

WARNING

WARNING! WARNING! WARNING! WARNING! WARNING! WARNING!

* Because this is a precision tooled device, do not use or store it in extreme temperature conditions. Avoid hard shocks.
* Avoid soiling the connector terminals by handling or spilling liquids. Soiled connectors can cause system break down.
* Do not clean this device with alcohol, thinner, benzine or other volatile substances.
* Always turn the power off before inserting or removing the cassette from the main system.
* We recommend that you play this game at distance from the television screen.
* When engaged in prolonged bouts of game playing, we recommend that you rest for 10 or 20 minutes every two hours in order to avoid strain in your vision and general health.

This game is licensed by Nintendo for play on the Nintendo Entertainment System.

Nintendo and Nintendo Entertainment System are trademarks of Nintendo of America Inc.
THE GAME STORY

In pre-historic times, where ancient dinosaur creatures ruled, the adventures of Dino-Riki began. A courageous and intelligent young man, Dino-Riki, is determined to establish mankind's future in this violent age. Dino-Riki must explore and fight his way through deserts filled with quicksand, sinking lotus swamps, dark caverns, and deep canyons. As Dino-Riki begins his adventure, he is armed with a shooting weapon that will change and progress from rocks to axes, from axes to boomerangs, from boomerangs to fiery torches by collecting 🌋. There are many hidden items that will help Dino-Riki to increase his strength ⚡, life 😷, fly like an eagle 🦅, one that will change Dino-Riki to 🎯 “Mach-Riki”, the ancient warrior, and many more. Dino-Riki will need all the ancient knowledge and items he can find before facing the dinosaur bosses: Tyrannosaurus, Pteranodon, Monster Fly, and Giant Cobra.

THE CONTROLLER

CONTROL FUNCTIONS:

- moves Dino-Riki UP, DOWN, RIGHT and LEFT
- shoots weapons

Dino-Riki jumps or keep pushing when you pick up Airy BIRD and have a pair of wing to make Dino-Riki fly.

ENERGY LEVEL: Dino-Riki's energy level is displayed on top/left of the screen. The level will decrease as Dino-Riki get hit. Of course, losing all energy means the game is over.
POWER UP ITEMS

Bonus

HEART: The Heart will add one more level to Dino-Riki's energy gauge.

Energy

MEAT: The Meat is the source of Dino-Riki's power and strength.

Turbo

BOOSTS: The Boots will add speed to Dino-Riki's mobility.

Power

FIST: Dino-Riki's shooting weapon will grade up one level.

Airy

BIRD: The Bird will make a pair of wings grow on the back of Dino-Riki and make him fly.

Macho

RIKI: Dino-Riki will turn into Macho-Riki and attack enemies by throwing the other self.

X'tra

DIAMOND: Get an extra Dino-Riki by collecting six consecutive Diamonds without getting hit by the enemy.

Mighty

STAR: The Star will destroy all enemies on the screen.

WEAPONS

DINO-RIKI'S WEAPON

ROCK: This is the least powerful weapon of all and it shoots short range.

AXE: Stronger than Rocks. It only shoots straight so be cautious when faced with many enemies at one time.

BOOMERANG: Its large size makes this weapon powerful. Must control it to use effectively.

TORCH: Dino-Riki's most powerful weapon. It shoots in every direction (except behind) and very helpful in defeating Big Bosses.
**PTERANODON**
The first Dinosaur Boss that Dino-Riki will face. It will attack as it flies and it is no easy match.

**TYRANNOSAURUS**
It takes a lot of shots to get rid of Tyrannosaurus. Use the rapid fire as you avoid his attack.

**TRICERATOPS**
Triceratops is the toughest enemy in the desert. It will try to block you with giant flames.

**GIANT COBRA**
The Giant Cobra uses a cloaking maneuver to move around. Predict his next move and attack.

**MONSTER FLY**
The biggest and toughest enemy of Dino-Riki’s adventure is this Monster Fly. It uses baits to distract Dino-Riki as it multiplies itself.
FCC REGULATIONS

COMPLIANCE WITH FCC REGULATIONS

This equipment generates and uses radio frequency energy and if not installed and used properly, that is, in strict accordance with the manufacture’s instructions, may cause interference to radio and television reception. It has been type tested and found to comply with the limits for a Class B computing device in accordance with the specifications in Subpart J to Part 15 of FCC Rules, which are designed to provide reasonable protection against such interference in a residential installation. However, there is no guarantee that interference will not occur in a particular installation. If this equipment does cause interference to radio or television reception, which can be determined by turning the equipment off and on, the user is encouraged to try to correct the interference by one or more of the following measures:

- Reorient the receiving antenna
- Relocate the NES with respect to the receiver
- Move the NES away from the receiver
- Plug the NES into a different outlet so that computer and receiver are on different circuits.

If necessary, the user should consult the dealer or an experienced radio/television technician for additional suggestions. The user may find the following booklet prepared by the Federal Communications Commission helpful:


LIMITED WARRANTY

LIMITED WARRANTY

Hudson Soft USA, Inc. (“Hudson”) warrants to the original purchaser of this Hudson software product that the medium on which this computer program is recorded is free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of ninety (90) days from the date of purchase. This Hudson software program is sold “as is,” without express or implied warranty of any kind, and Hudson is not liable for any losses or damages of any kind resulting from use of this program.

Hudson agrees for a period of ninety (90) days to either repair or replace, at its option, free of charge, any Hudson software product, postage paid, with proof of date of purchase, at its Factory Service Center.
This warranty is not acceptable to normal wear and tear. This warranty shall not be void if the defect in the Hudson software product has arisen through abuse, unreasonable use, mistreatment or neglect. THIS WARRANTY IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER WARRANTIES AND NO OTHER PRESENTATIONS OR CLAIMS OF ANY NATURE SHALL BE BINDING ON OR OBLIGATE HUDSON. ANY IMPLIED WARRANTIES APPLICABLE TO THIS SOFTWARE PRODUCT, INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE, ARE LIMITED TO THE NINETY (90) DAY PERIOD DESCRIBED ABOVE. IN NO EVENT WILL HUDSON BE LIABLE FOR ANY SPECIAL, INCIDENTAL, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES RESULTING FROM POSSESSION, USE OR MULFUNCTION OF THIS HUDDSON SOFTWARE PRODUCT.

Some states do not allow limitation as to how long an implied warranty lasts and/or exclusions or limitations of incidental or consequential damages so the above limitations and/or exclusions of liability may not apply to you. This warranty gives you specific rights, and you may also have other rights which vary from state to state.